Learn Anywhere®: IT’s a finance access scheme to enable IT solutions that provide every student with individual technology access

Why Learn Anywhere…
• It offers complete freedom from budgetary constraints.
• There are no restrictions on your choice of devices.
• Financial certainty and security are built-in.
• It is straightforward to implement across your institution and easier to manage than BYOD schemes.

Simplicity is the Key…
• The capital value of the investment is spread over the working life of the solution with flexible 2 or 3 year lease options.
• A range of asset protection options and parental contribution collection, administration and management options are also available for added peace of mind.
Learn Anywhere®: Providing your students with the skills to succeed Everywhere...

Numerous studies have shown that the effective integration of technology and the introduction of e-learning to the curriculum can act as a catalyst that improves learning outcomes by re-engaging students. The Government has ambitious targets for all students to have personalised access to IT. The aim is to provide universal access to portable technology so every student can benefit from a highly versatile learning resource. With a laptop, netbook or tablet device, they can take advantage of extra learning materials in school and at home. Improving access to technology increases learning opportunities that enhance educational achievements and provide vital IT skills that are now required in 90% of all new jobs.

Viglen Finance enhances learning...

To realise the full benefits of ICT students should have equal access. However, that access needs to be sustainable so future year groups can also enjoy these advantages. Viglen Finance has created a compelling option that is easy to promote to parents and simple to administer.

Whether it’s the latest range of netbooks, laptops or tablet devices, Viglen Finance offers portable computing without compromise, giving students access to content-rich technology that brings learning to life.

Learn Anywhere is a package that is easy to implement and manage, leaving you free to concentrate on using the technology to create results. With Learn Anywhere you can:

• Order the required devices with no up-front payment
• Choose a 2 or 3 year term with rentals structured to suit you
• Leverage contributions from parents or students to help fund the acquisition, with ongoing administrative support for the collection of contributions from parents or students
• Minimise risk through built-in insurance that protects you against a future financial shortfall between contributions and rentals
• Get up and running quickly and easily

What are the options...

You might have the resources to buy some devices outright but deploying hundreds of machines across your site represents a significant investment, even with a phased implementation.

Learn Anywhere is an easier alternative as leasing makes the acquisition affordable by spreading the cost over the useful working life of the device. It also includes advice on working with parental contribution schemes – and a payment management option that removes much of the administrative burden.

Once the scheme is in place, your students could be using laptops in the classroom, in the recreation room, at home, on holiday – in fact, anywhere – within days.

At every step you’ll be in control of the scheme, you choose the equipment you want. You select the insurance cover that best suits the balance you want between risk and affordability. You decide the way parents contribute, how you structure the lease facility and when you start.

We are here to help...

Since ICT is an essential learning tool in every school and college, now is the time for portable computing to take its place at the heart of the curriculum. Learn Anywhere provides a route to make this a reality.

Viglen Finance can help. Our team is experienced in working with schools and colleges on ICT issues. We know the pressures you face and appreciate the budgetary constraints. We can answer all of your questions and make the transition to a Learn Anywhere environment a smooth one.

Broadening horizons by expanding minds and extending the classroom beyond its traditional boundaries...

For more information about any aspect of the scheme, please contact us today. T: 01727 201 820  E: schools@viglen.co.uk  W: www.viglen.co.uk